addresses a still timely and politically important issue. All 32 country reports

included in this book follow a unique structure that is convenient, first, for comparing
countries and, second, for selected readings on a particular topic such as politics, employment, or education with regard to Islamophobia across Europe.
The present report investigates in detail the underlying dynamics that directly or indirectly
support the rise of anti-Muslim racism in Europe. This extends from Islamophobic statements spread in national media to laws and policies that restrain the fundamental rights
of European Muslim citizens and threaten the whole of society. As a result, the European
Islamophobia Report 2019 discusses the impact of anti-Muslim racism on human rights,
multiculturalism, and the state of law in Europe.
This fifth edition of our report highlights how European societies are progressively overwhelmed by the Islamophobic discourse of the “Great Replacement” and other far-right
conspiracy theories. The 32 country reports demonstrate how governments and mainstream media participate in reproducing such discourses that put the fundamental rights of
millions of European citizens in jeopardy and how one can counteract these developments.
This compendium of useful insights and data aims to provide European policy-makers,
institutions, and NGOs with recommendations on how to tackle anti-Muslim racism in
Europe seriously.
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Executive Summary
Although 2019 was a year of presidential elections, ethnic and religious incidents as a
result of election campaigns were not reported, and an ethnic Macedonian was supported and promoted as a common presidential candidate by both Macedonian and
Albanian political parties (SDSM and DUI respectively). Stevo Pendarovski won
the elections with a combination of Macedonian and Albanian votes. This comes as
a change because usually around elections ethnic- and religious-based incitements
skyrocket. Electoral campaigns were a way for the then ruling political party VMRO-DPME (up to 2016) to instigate hatred, to further divide the country, and to
portray an image of intolerance amongst the communities living in the country.
Religious intolerance in North Macedonia although decreasing compared to
several years ago when ethnic and religious intolerance and hatred went hand in
hand, is still present in new and more sophisticated forms. Compared to the previous year when there were burning of mosques, in 2019, such incidents were not
reported. However, religious and ethnic affiliation have been causes of stirring up a
number of very harsh Islamophobic verbal attacks and have provided the basis for
discrimination on several levels of public life.
Even if they might seem minor, certain visible incidents took place in 2019 such
as the Islamophobic post of an army member in response to the New Zealand shooting; the hateful reactions towards the opening of the Ali Pasha Mosque, an Ottoman
era mosque, in Ohrid; the petition of non-Muslim residents in Strumica to lower the
volume of the adhan; the many harsh and Islamophobic reactions of a journalist and
a left-wing politician on the political engagement of a hijab-wearing activist within
the framework of the ruling political party, SDSM; and the ongoing discrimination
towards the students of the Islamic religious high schools (madrasas) who are still
not allowed to continue on to university education at any national public or private
university except for the Faculty of Islamic Sciences.
Similar to the previous year when a hijab-wearing woman was not allowed to
enter a restaurant in Skopje, an ethnic Albanian Muslim was refused service in a
restaurant in Prilep. The Commission on Anti-discrimination and the Office of the
Ombudsman haven’t published any reports as of yet related to this and other cases
of Islamophobic incidents.
Several local human right NGOs in the country have pioneered the fight against
discrimination on religious grounds and have been vocal in reporting cases of hate
speech based on affiliation with the Islamic faith. Unfortunately, Muslim organizations overall and the Islamic Community of North Macedonia have not decisively
positioned themselves as protectors of the rights of Muslims in the country.
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Извршно резиме
Иако 2019 година беше изборна година за претседателски избори, не беа
пријавени етнички и религиозни инциденти како резултат на изборни кампањи, а етнички Македонец беше поддржан и промовиран како претседателски кандидат и од македонските и од албанските политички партии
(СДСМ и ДУИ) како заеднички кандидат. Истиот победи на изборите со
комбинација на македонски и албански гласови. Ова доаѓа како промена затоа што обично околу изборите етничките и религиозните инциденти беа
нормална појава, што беше начин за тогашната владејачка политичка партија ВМРО-ДПМНЕ (до 2016 година) да поттикне омраза и дополнително
да ја подели земјата и да прикаже слика за нетолеранција меѓу заедниците
кои живеат во земјата.
Религиозната нетрпеливост во земјата сè уште е присутна во нови и
пософистицирани форми иако се намалува во однос на пред неколку години кога етничката и верската нетолеранција и омразата одеа рака под рака.
Споредено со претходната година кога имало палење џамии, во 2019 година
не се пријавени вакви инциденти. Сепак, религиозната и етничката припадност се причините за разгорување на некои многу груби исламофобични
вербални напади и биле основа за дискриминација на повеќе нивоа на јавниот живот.
Колку и да изгледа незначаен бројот на инциденти, сепак неколку видливи инциденти се случиле во текот на 2019 година, како што е исламофобичниот пост на припадник на армијата во однос на пукањето во Нов Зеланд;
реакциите кон отворањето на џамијата Алипаша, џамија од Отоманска ера
во Охрид; петиција на немуслиманските жители во Струмица да го намалат
гласот на езанот во маалската џамија; многуте остри и исламофобични реакции на новинар и левоориентиран политичар за политичкиот ангажман во
рамките на владејачката политичка партија, СДСМ, на активистка која носи
хиџаб; и тековната дискриминација кон учениците од исламските верски
средни училишта, медреси, на кои сè уште не им е дозволено да го продолжат своето универзитетско образование на кој било јавен или приватен
универзитет во земјата, освен Факултетот за исламски науки.
Слично како претходната година кога на жена со хиџаби не и беше дозволено да влегува во ресторан во Скопје, на етнички Албанец и муслиман му
било одбиено служење во ресторан во Прилеп. Комисијата за антидискриминација и Канцеларијата на народниот правобранител сè уште не објавија никакви
извештаи поврзани со овој и другите случаи на исламофобични инциденти.
Неколку локални невладини организации од областа на човековите права во земјата беа пионери на борбата против религиозната дискриминација
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и беа гласни во известувањето за случаи на говор на омраза врз основа на
припадност кон исламската вера. За жал, муслиманските организации и Исламската заедница на Северна Македонија не се позиционираа себеси како
заштитници на правата на муслиманите во земјата.
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Përmbledhje ekzekutive
Megjithëse viti 2019 ishte vit zgjedhor për Zgjedhjet Presidenciale, incidentet etnike
dhe fetare si rezultat i fushatave zgjedhore nuk u raportuan, dhe një maqedonas etnik
u mbështet dhe u promovua si kandidat presidencial nga partitë politike maqedonase
dhe shqiptare (LSDM dhe BDI) si kandidat i përbashkët. Si rrjedhojë, ai fitoi zgjedhjet me një kombinim të votave maqedonase dhe shqiptare. Kjo vjen si një ndryshim
sepse zakonisht rreth zgjedhjeve numri i incidenteve me bazë etnike dhe fetare rritej
jashtëzakonisht, dhe e gjithë kjo ishte një mënyrë që partia politike qeverisëse në atë
kohë VMRO-ДПМE (deri në 2016) të nxiste urrejtje dhe të përçajë më tej vendin
dhe të jep një imazh të jotolerancës në mesin e komuniteteve që jetojnë në vend.
Jotoleranca fetare në vend, edhe pse në rënie krahasuar me disa vite më parë kur
jotoleranca dhe urrejtja etnike dhe fetare shkonin krah për krah, është akoma e pranishme në forma të reja dhe më të sofistikuara. Në krahasim me një vit më parë kur
kishte djegie të xhamive, në vitin 2019 incidente të tilla nuk janë raportuar. Sidoqoftë, përkatësia fetare dhe etnike kanë qenë shkaqe të nxitjes së disa sulmeve verbale
islamofobike dhe kanë qenë baza për diskriminim në disa nivele të jetës publike.
Edhepse numri mund te mës jetë i madh, disa incidente shumë të dukshme
kanë ndodhur gjatë vitit 2019 siç është posti islamofobik i një anëtareje të ushtrisë
lidhur me të shtënat në Zelandën e Re; reagimet plot urrejtje ndaj hapjes së Alipasha
xhamisë, një xhami e epokës osmane në Ohër; peticion i banorëve jo-muslimanë në
Strumicë për të ulur zërin e ezanit; reagimet e shumta të ashpra dhe islamofobike të
një gazetari dhe një politikani të majtë për angazhimin politik të një aktivisteje me
shami/hixhab brenda partisë politike në pushtet, LSDM; dhe diskriminimi i vazhdueshëm ndaj studentëve të shkollave të mesme fetare islamike, medreseve, të cilëve
ende nuk u lejohet të vazhdojnë arsimin e tyre universitar në universitetet publike
ose private, përveç Fakultetit të Shkencave Islame.
Ngjashëm me vitin e kaluar kur një grua me hixhab nuk lejohej të hynte në një
restorant në Shkup, një shqiptari etnik dhe myslimani i‘u refuzua shërbimi në një
restorant në Prilep. Komisioni për Anti-diskriminim dhe Zyra e Avokatit të Popullit
nuk kanë publikuar ende ndonjë raport që lidhet me këtë dhe raste të tjera të incidenteve islamofobike.
Disa OJQ lokale të së drejtës së njeriut në vend kanë qenë pioniere në luftën
kundër diskriminimit në baza fetare dhe kanë qenë të zëshme në raportimin e rasteve të gjuhës së urrejtjes bazuar në përkatësinë fetare, gjegjësisht besimin islam.
Fatkeqësisht, organizatat muslimane në përgjithësi dhe Bashkësia Fetare Islame e
Maqedonisë së Veriut nuk e kanë pozicionuar veten si mbrojtës të të drejtave të
myslimanëve në vend.
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Country Profile
EIR 2019
Country: North Macedonia
Type of Regime: Unitary parliamentary republic
Form of Government: Parliamentary Republic
Ruling Parties: Coalition of Social Democratic Union of Macedonia (SDSM)
and Democratic Union of Albanians (DUI) (leftist), and Alternativa
Opposition Parties: The Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization
– Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-DPMNE) and Coalition “For a better Macedonia” (right-wing), Alliance for Albanians (AA), Besa
Movement, Democratic Party of Albanians (DPA)
Last Elections: 2016 Parliamentary Elections (VMRO DPMNE: 51 seats
[39.4%]; SDSM: 49 seats [37.9%]; DUI: 10 seats [7.5%]; Besa Movement: 5 seats
[5%]; Alliance for Albanians: 3 seats [3%]; DPA: 2 seats [2.7%]). The current government coalition is leftist.
Total Population: 2,022,547 (2002 Census)
Major Languages: Macedonian and Albanian
Official Religion: No official religion (secularism). The constitution lists five
religious groups: the Macedonian Orthodox Church, the Islamic Religious Community in Macedonia, the Catholic Church, the Evangelical Methodist Church, and the
Jewish Community.
Statistics on Islamophobia: N/A
Statistics on Racism and Discrimination: N/A
Major Religions (% of Population): Macedonian Orthodox 64.8%, Muslim
33.3%, other Christian 0.4%, other and unspecified 1.5% (2002 est.)
Muslim Population (% of Population): 700,000 (33.3%) according to 2002
Census (Macedonia 2017 International Religious Freedom Report)
Main Muslim Community Organizations: Islamic Religious Community of
Macedonia
Main NGOs Combating Islamophobia: Helsinki Committee for Human
Rights of the Republic of North Macedonia, NGO Legis
Far-Right Parties: N/A
Far-Right Movements: N/A
Far-Right Terrorist Organizations: N/A
Limitations to Islamic Practices:
ű Hijab Ban: None
ű Halal Slaughter Ban: None
ű Minaret Ban: None
ű Circumcision Ban: None
ű Burka Ban: None
ű Prayer Ban: None
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Introduction
The year 2019 was yet another election year for North Macedonia with presidential elections taking place. Unlike other years, however, there were not any reported
incidents of discrimination on ethnic or religious grounds, which especially during
the rule of the VMRO-DPMNE was a common card used by the political parties
in government. Not only did the country not face incidents of ethnic and religious
nature as a result of the elections, but interestingly it was the first time that an ethnic
Macedonian candidate, Stevo Pendarovski, was supported and promoted by both
an ethnic Macedonian party (SDSM) and ethnic Albanian party (DUI). As a result,
with both Macedonian and Albanian votes, Pendarovski won the presidential elections with a small margin against a very nationalistic opponent.
This is not to say that religious intolerance is not present in the country, but
rather that it manifests and reflects itself in ways that are more sophisticated and
indirect. In comparison to the previous and earlier years when ethnic and religious
hatred and incidents were far more present, in 2019, there were no major incidents
reported. However, Islamophobia has surfaced in several cases of verbal attacks and
in several other cases of discimination based on religious affiliation on different levels
of public life.
When reporting on cases of Islamophobia it is very difficult to make a distinction between ethnic and religious hatred and discrimination because the two
in many cases go hand in hand unless there is an explicit case that targets religious
manifestation only. In the Republic of North Macedonia religious and ethnic differences almost coincide,1 and in many cases interethnic incidents also portray
or are aided by interreligious intolerance, and vice-versa. Thus many cases of ethnic hatred have elements of Islamophobia as well. A more recent incident of the
amalgamation of ethnic and religious belonging and the consequent incitement of
Islamophobic sentiments is the anti-Turkish narratives which are often cited when
there is a hate speech towards either mosque-building or the Muslim presence in
the country and the Ottoman past. This particular type of Islamophobia targeting Turks and the Ottoman past is not only present amongst non-Muslims but
also among Muslim intellectuals who in their self-portrayal as westernized elites
reject any Islamic heritage and reflect very negative and Islamophobic sentiments
towards Turkey and the Ottoman past. On that note, during election campaigns
there is a regular Islamophobic narrative towards the Besa Movement, an Albanian
political party, which is constantly accused of having an Islamic background and
being financed by foreign states.
1. The majority of Albanians are Muslim, while the majority of Macedonians are Orthodox, thus the interethnic
intolerance in many cases reflects interreligious intolerance. Turks and Bosniaks are generally Muslims as well. Thus
any type of discrimination targeting these ethnic groups has elements of Islamophobia as well.
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Leading up to the writing of this report, extensive research was conducted on
the reported cases and incidents related to Islamophobia and particularly into the reports of the Office of the Ombudsman, the Commission for Prevention of Discrimination, and media reports. Furthermore, the author relied on contacts with NGOs
and their reports, and discussions with religious institutions, organizations, and individuals that have helped in finding cases with subtle nuances of discrimination based
on religious belief. Information was gathered in the local languages spoken by the
Muslim communities in the country.2

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and
Discursive Events
Physical and Verbal Attacks
Very often there is a strong link between ethnic and religious discrimination in
North Macedonia, specifically since certain ethnicities such as Albanians, Turks, and
Bosniaks are at the same time for the most part Muslim. In many cases there is a
combined xenophobia when it comes to such individuals who are both ethnically
and religiously discriminated. Muslim women that wear the hijab are more easily the
targets of Islamophobia; for Muslim men, the religious identifiers are less prominent.
Speaking in an ethnic language might be a way of detecting that one belongs to a
specific ethnic group or to a religious group. On that note, the case with Ezcan Alioski, a member of the North Macedonian national football team, who was expelled
from a restaurant in his hometown of Prilep for speaking Albanian, can possibly
have more than an ethnic layer to it. The employees of the restaurant, after hearing
Alioski talking to his parents and relatives in Albanian, told them to leave with the
explanation that all tables are reserved and there is no place in the restaurant. The
football player explained this event as follows: “I experienced being undesirable in
the restaurant La Strada in Prilep, just because my family and I spoke Albanian. I
am a member of the Macedonian national team and I do my best in every match
for this country, honestly and from the bottom of my heart. But I certainly don’t see
why I don’t have the right to speak to my family in my mother tongue. I really feel
very ashamed.”3
A similar case occurred in 2018 in Skopje at the restaurant Portofino Osteria
and Bar that refused service to a customer due to her hijab. Her case was closed in
early 2019 when the Commission for Protection against Discrimination as a state
body confirmed discrimination based on religion and religious beliefs, and de2. All translations in the current report from local languages (Albanian, Macedonian, Turkish, and Bosnian) into
English have been made by the author.
3. “Македонскиот репрезентативец Алиоски избркан од прилепски ресторан”, Civil Media, 13 June 2019,
https://civilmedia.mk/makedonskiot-reprezentativets-alioski-izbrkan-od-prilepski-restoran/, (Access date: 20 January 2020).
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Figure 1: Tittle of an article in Ina Online reads, Police with inspectors go to the mosque in Strumica to lower the
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4.“Државата потврди дискриминација кај скопски ресторан кој не и дозволи на муштерика со хиџаб
да седне на маса”, Religija Mk, 25 January 2019, http://religija.mk/drzavata-potvrdi-diskriminacija-kaj-skopski-restoran-koj-ne-i-dozvoli-na-mushterika-so-hidzab-da-sedne-na-masa/, (Access date: 2 February 2020).

the Turks in Strumica, as the citizens of this city complained w

volume of the call to prayer from the mosque of this neighb

5. “Policia me inspektorë shkon në xhaminë e Strumicës për t’a ndalë zërin e lartë të ezanit (VIDEO)”, Ina Online,
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this city complained with a petition against the high volume of the call to prayer
from the mosque of this neighborhood. The Municipality of Strumica made a request for intervention on the grounds that it received hundreds of complaints from
local residents.6 This undertaking, however, was not well received and around 300
Muslims came out to the streets to protest,7 especially since there is also a church in
the same neighborhood, but the local residents of the Muslim community have never reported a problem with it. To calm the citizens, the authorities said they would
seek meetings with religious leaders to resolve the issue.

Employment
In 2019, there weren’t official reports of Muslims being discriminated in the process
of employment or at workplaces, at least in official channels. This doesn’t mean that
there wasn’t discrimination based on religious affiliation in the hiring process or
during employment but rather that the problem is very difficult to document given
that direct proof relating to such discrimination cannot be inferred. This is especially true in relation to women who wear a hijab who are often refused employment
because of their visible Islamic appearance. Many Islamic organizations believe that
such cases exist and such discrimination has occurred in 2019 in the education or
healthcare sector with job rejections following after interviews.
On a positive note, compared to previous years more hijab-wearing Muslim
women can be seen employed in state institutions, schools, and hospitals. This is
an improvement compared to the last several years. The Office of the Ombudsman
hasn’t published their report for 2019 yet, although even last year when there was a
reported case, the report didn’t mention it. This was mainly due to the fact that no
visible and direct evidence was present as to make the claim that employment was
refused due to the wearing of the hijab.
In terms of rights to observe their religion at the workplace, Muslim employees
are given free days for religious holidays according to the legal regulations of North
Macedonia for national holidays where Eid-al Fitr is considered to be a national
holiday for all citizens of North Macedonia while Eid-al Adha is a religious holiday
only for Muslims, who are exempt from work on both these days. However, there
are no legal means to have shorter working hours during Ramadan or to be exempt
from working during the Jummah prayer. There are some reported cases where the
employer would not allow the employee to observe the Jummah prayer or any prayer.
6. “Policia me inspektorë shkon në xhaminë e Strumicës për t’a ndalë zërin e lartë të ezanit (VIDEO)”, Ina Online,
13 September 2019, https://ina-online.net/policia-me-inspektore-shkon-ne-xhamine-e-strumices-per-ta-ndale-zerin-e-larte-te-ezanit-video/, (Access date: 2 February 2020).
7. “Инцидент во Струмица: Струмичките муслимани ќе ја запалат црквата ако се забрани прегласното
ечење на оџата (ВИДЕО)”, Promotor, 13 September 2019, https://promotor.mk/incident-vo-strumica-strumichkite-muslimani-kje-ja-zapalat-crkvata-ako-se-zabrani-preglasnoto-echenje-na-odzata-video/, (Access date: 13 March
2020).
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Most of these cases are with Muslim employers who feel that because they are Muslim themselves they are allowed to limit the religious rights of members of their own
faith community. Only in rare cases have such incidents been reported when the
employer is a non-Muslim.8

Education
While there were no cases where textbooks or teaching material had any type of Islamophobic content, within the education sector the issue of Islamic high schools (madrasas) was once more a contested topic. The students of Isa Beu madrasa in Skopje, both
the male and female sections, seem to be the most discriminated category of students
in the Republic of North Macedonia in 2019. According to official data, about 1,000
students attending these madrasas do not have the opportunity to enroll in private and
public universities in the Republic of North Macedonia as the law on the state exam
does not recognize this category of students as eligible to take the state exam.9 The state
exam regulations recognize all types of high school students as eligible with the sole
exemption of the students who have graduated from the Islamic religious high schools.
Without the state exam, students cannot enroll in university studies.
Apropos the inability of madrasa graduates to enroll for university studies, the
Education Office of the University of Tetova provided the following explanation for
TV Shenja:
“Based on this legal provision, students who do not successfully pass the state
Matura will not have the right to apply and enroll in first cycle studies. [...] The
status of the madrasa in our country is not legally defined and is not part of the
education system, so we estimate that for this reason the state Matura exam cannot be applied for them. Under current law, unfortunately these students will not
meet the criteria for application in the first cycle studies if they do not pass the
state Matura exam, unless by the end of the registration period another decision
is brought by the relevant institutions of the country or a solution is found by the
parties involved.”10

According to information that was gathered by the Almakos news portal up to
and including 23 September 2019, no madrasa graduate has been admitted to any of
the public or private educational institutions in North Macedonia, with the exception of the Faculty of Islamic Sciences in Skopje.11
8. Interviews conducted with several employees by the author.
9. “Nxënësit e medresesë kategoria më e diskriminuar në Maqedoni, MASH nuk kanë përgjigje”, Almakos, 2 April 2019, https://www.almakos.com/nxenesit-e-medresese-kategoria-me-e-diskriminuar-ne-maqedoni-mash-nuk-kane-pergjigje/, (Access date: 2 February 2020).
10. Ibid.
11. “SKANDAL: Asnjë medresant nuk pranohet në universitetet publike dhe private në Maqedoni?!”, Almakos,
23 September 2019,
https://www.almakos.com/skandal-asnje-medresant-nuk-pranohet-ne-universitetet-publike-dhe-private-ne-maqedoni/, (Access date: 2 February 2020).
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In response to the problems that the madrasas are facing, the Minister of Education Arbër Ademi gave the following statement,
“The other part of the promise that must be fulfilled soon is the institutionalization of the high school of the madrasa ‘Isa Beu’ and in the coming days, together
with the working groups that will be assigned by the IRC [Islamic Religious Community], we will review those legal provisions in fact, to propose a law prepared
by us and to draft, in the best possible way, that draft law that meets the needs
and requirements of the IRC, as the founder of the madrasa, but also of the entire
Muslim community here in our country.”12

The head of Islamic Religious Community, Sulejman Rexhepi, responding
to the promise of the minister of education of the Republic of North Macedonia
showed hopefulness stating that this issue is moving towards resolution, expressing
his conviction that the issue will be resolved quickly and that next year the madrassas
will no longer face this problem.13 It is certain that we will revert to this issue in next
year’s report to examine whether it has been resolved as without a doubt it is a clear
discrimination of the right of education of those students who decide to graduate
from religious high schools.

Politics
In the political context, several issues have sparked discussions and, on several occasions, there have been clear Islamophobic political incidents.
Several arguments and clashes took place in 2019 between the Islamic Religious
Community (IRC) of North Macedonia, the institution representing Muslims in
the country, and the authorities and the NGO sector. The issue of waqfs is an ongoing struggle for the IRC: it has made claims over properties that still haven’t been
returned to the institution by the state and has demanded their return through the
denationalization process. So far, 15 percent of the property has been returned, 30
percent has been repaid with bonds, and 55 percent of the property is awaiting a
decision. At the same time, there is also property that the state has refused to return.14
The IRC claimed that they perceive the fact that the state does not return their property as Islamophobia. Moreover, they made it clear to the government that confiscating someone else’s property was an act of robbery, and that selective treatment of
religious communities in the denationalization process was discrimination.
12. “(VIDEO) Premtohet zgjidhje e çështjes së mospranimit të medresantëve”, Shenja TV, 1 October 2019, https://
shenja.tv/video-premtohet-zgjidhje-e-ceshtjes-se-mospranimit-te-medresanteve/, (Access date: 2 February 2020).
13. Ibid.
14. “ИВЗ обвинува за исламофобија оти државата не ѝ го враќа имотот”, Mak Fax, 26 March 2019, https://
makfax.com.mk/makedonija/%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B7-%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%83%D0%B2%D0%B0-%D0%B7%D0%B0-%D0%B8%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%BE%D1%84%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B8%D1%98%D0%B0-%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%B4%D1%80%D0%B6%D0%B0/, (Access date: 20 January 2020).
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Figure 2: Ali Pasha Mosque before and after reconstruction. 15
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After numerous reactions by the public, academia, and institutions that called
for sanctions and punishment for the incitement of Islamophobia and hate, Lazarovska’s profile is no longer on Facebook.
On a positive note however, a Muslim woman that sparked interest in the
political sphere and the public was Mersiha Smailovikj, a gender equality activist.
Smailovikj has become known to the public as an activist and the president of the
NGO Legis (Skopje), and was very active in assisting refugees and migrants passing
through North Macedonia at the beginning of the so-called refugee crisis. She was
part of the SDSM’s Labor and Social Policy Committee, and was listed as a part of
the cabinet of President Stevo Pendarovski.22 Around the end of 2019, in a televised
debate she mentioned that she wanted to take her activism to another level, that is, to
become part of parliament where she could more actively advocate for gender equality and women’s representation in politics.23 She is one of the rare, if not the only,
hijab-wearing political activists that has been endorsed by a political party in North
Macedonia, which also happens to be the ruling party and a leftist one. If Smailovikj
makes it to the ballot and reserves a seat as an MP, she will be the first hijab-wearing
member of the Parliament of the Republic of North Macedonia.

Media
A case of a journalist inciting Islamophobia was reported by the NGO Civil which
reacted to a Twitter post by the journalist Ljupco Zlatev who used the fire at Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris to spread Islamophobia on social networks.24 Zlatev posted
a photo of the cathedral on fire on his Twitter account, accompanied by the question:
“Is radical Islamism attacking Europe again?”25
In reaction, the NGO Civil stated, “The fire that engulfed Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris was used by far-right provocateurs as a pretext to spread anti-Islamic
hatred and conspiracy, even after officials said they were rejecting arson as the cause.
Some of the conspiracies went so far as to compare the blaze to the 9/11 attacks, despite the fact that there is no evidence whatsover that the fire was intentional, much
less an attack on Catholicism.”26
22. “ЌЕ ЈА ОТВОРИ ЛИ ПЕНДАРОВСКИ ВРАТАТА ЗА МИГPAHТИТЕ: Активистка за правата
на мигpaнтите дел од кабинетот на Пендаровски”, Infomax, 14 May 2019, https://infomax.mk/
wp/%D1%9C%D0%B5-%D0%B3%D0%B8-%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%B2%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2
%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8-%D0%B2%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B0/, (Access date: 20 March 2020).
23. “Смаиловиќ: Би сакала да станам дел од парламентот за подобро дејствување за родовата еднаквост”,
Lokalno, 25 December 2019, https://lokalno.mk/smailovik-bi-sakala-da-stanam-del-od-parlamentot-za-podobrodejstvuvane-za-rodovata-ednakvost/, (Access date: 20 March 2020).
24. “Цивил’ реагира дека Љупчо Златев го злоупотребил пожарот во Нотр Дам за ширење исламофобија”,
Faktor, 16 April 2020, https://faktor.mk/civil-reagira-deka-ljupcho-zlatev-go-zloupotrebil-pozarot-vo-notr-dam-zashirenje-islamofobija, (Access date: 2 January 2020).
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Figure 5: Twitter post of journalist Ljupcho Zlatev with a caption “Is radical Islamism attacking Europe again?”27
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33. Macedonians living in Australia are considered to have more animosity than those living in the homeland towards other ethnic groups in North Macedonia, especially Albanians who are predominantly Muslim.
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substitution of Christians with Muslims will happen in North Macedonia given that in 2017, in
the Skopje region alone (the city of Skopje plus Aracinovo, Kondovo, Petrovec, Ilinden, and
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Saraj) 46.5% of newborns were Macedonian and 39% of newborn babies were Albanian.
Furthermore, if the babies from the Muslim families of Roma, Turks, and Bosniaks are added,
in a maximum period of one generation (or in 20 years), North Macedonia will be a
of one generation
(or in 20Muslim
years),country.
North37 Macedonia will be a predominantly
predominantly
37
Muslim country.

Figure 9: Facebook share of the article “In 20 Years Muslims Will Be More Numerous in Macedonia” by a right-wing
page (8 March 2019).38Figure 9: Facebook share of the article “In 20 Years Muslims Will Be More Numerous in Macedonia” by a right-

wing page (8 March 2019). 38
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Islamophobic reaction came from Dimitar Apasiev, an academic and a member of
Levica, a more radical left-wing political party in North Macedonia, who claimed
in a Facebook post that “there is no left-wing government in the world that has not
banned wearing the headscarf/hijab! A left-wing feminist throws the headscarf with
indignation, as a victory over patriarchal morality, and does not wear it. Only our
NGO-Sorospi “feminists” are defending this religious seduction of women, which let us remind you - was banned by Kemal Ataturk in secular Turkey. Our post-war
Yugoslav authorities also banned wearing headscarves immediately after the liberation.”41 His attacks are not just personal as can be seen on the post, but lash out
against the exercise of the religious freedom of a woman to wear a hijab which as a
politician and academic, he strongly and hatefully opposes.
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A reaction to such attacks on Smailovikj’s political engagement as a hijab-wearing woman,
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“every woman has a guaranteed right to manifest her religion and/or her religious feelings, both in the
private and the public sphere. Hijab doesn’t stimulate religious fundamentalism, but the gender-based
hate speech for sure spreads sexism, misogyny, and in this case religious and ethnic intolerance. Stopsetav.org
gender-based hate speech. 44 (Fig. 13)

Her reaction was particularly directed at Ljupcho Zlatev, a journalist of TV Sitel, who in his
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A reaction to such attacks on Smailovikj’s political engagement as a hijab-wearing woman, came from Prof. Besa Arifi, a counselor of the prime minister and the
president, and a prorector and assistant professor of criminal law at Southeast European University in Tetovo.
In support of Smailovikj, on her Facebook profile she stated,
“every woman has a guaranteed right to manifest her religion and/or her religious feelings, both in the private and the public sphere. Hijab doesn’t stimulate
religious fundamentalism, but the gender-based hate speech for sure spreads sexism, misogyny, and in this case religious and ethnic intolerance. Stop gender-based
hate speech.44 (Fig. 13)

Her reaction was particularly directed at Ljupcho Zlatev, a journalist of TV
Sitel, who in his original post claimed that “a woman with a religious uniform at a
press conference of the ruling party is a serious hit to secularism in Macedonia. Such
a practice cannot be found in an Albanian or Turkish political party in the country,
although they represent most of the Muslim voters. This shows that the government
stimulates religious fundamentalism.”45

Figure 14: A tweet by an ethnic Macedonian on the renovation of a mosque, “The Talibans of Struga in Action Again!
Destroying a Christian Basilica from the 6th Century”46

The Islamophobia present in the Internet and social media also pinpoints the
fact that much of the hate towards Muslims is also ethnic hate and xenophobia. In
the case of the mosque renovation efforts, social media platforms presented tools to
express Islamophobic sentiments. Such a case is a Facebook post sharing a photo of
work in progress around mosque facilities with the caption “The Talibans of Struga
44. Ibid.
45. Ljupcho Zlatev, Facebook, 26 December 2019, https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2913655382001
239&id=100000704185638 (Acess date: 30 April 2020).
46. Lacipapak, Twitter, 31 May 2019, https://twitter.com/lacipapak/status/1134386613356847104, (Access date:
27 March 2020).
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in action again!” (Fig. 14) The shared post states that what is being ruined might be
a very old basilica but that the important thing is that they [Muslims] get a minaret.47

Figure 15: A tweet by an ethnic Macedonian stating, “. Just as a reminder, Islam, the Ottomans, were occupiers
of territories. In today’s time, as Greeks are claiming thousands of years property, what are the Muslims looking
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Figure 16: A response to the tweet in Fig. 14, “You ruined Macedonia, may you be damned, for two years you have
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Muslims looking for in Macedonia? Their occupation and mosque to be recognized?” 50 (Fig.
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15) In line with the thought of Muslims and Turks as occupiers
recognized?”
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someone
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another tweet makes a comparison between the rule of the current government and
Ottoman rule by stating that “for two years [they, i.e. the current government] have
done more harm than the Turks that ruled us [Macedonians] more than 500 years;
they were rulers, we were slaves, what are we now can someone tell us?”51 (Fig.16)
15) In line with the thought of Muslims and Turks as occupiers another tweet makes a
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Observed Civil Society and Political Initiatives to
Counter Islamophobia
While there are numerous Islamic organizations, most of them are quite silent when
it comes to Islamophobia. Most Islamic religious organizations such as the Youth
Islamic Forum, Merhamet, Vision M, to name a few, work on education of young
Muslims on religious practices and on becoming professionals in their field, or tackle
the issue of humanitarian work. In 2019, there wasn’t any significant and visible
effort made by such organizations to organize more public debates on Islamophobia,
workshops for Muslims to be able to detect when discrimination based on religious

Mirce Acev, Twitter, 24 May 2019, https://twitter.com/acevmir/status/1131914640026292225, (Access date: 27
March 2020).
Lacipapak, Twitter, 31 May 2019.
50
Mirce Acev, Twitter, 24 May 2019.
51
Lacipapak, Twitter, 31 May 2019.
48
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47. Ibid.
48. Mirce Acev, Twitter, 24 May 2019, https://twitter.com/acevmir/status/1131914640026292225, (Access date:
27 March 2020).
49. Lacipapak, Twitter, 31 May 2019.
50. Mirce Acev, Twitter, 24 May 2019.
51. Lacipapak, Twitter, 31 May 2019.
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affiliation happens, or any other education and raising awareness initiatives on fighting Islamophobia.
However, organizations that work on human rights as their core work, in many
instances appear to raise a voice when there is an incident that has Islamophobic
elements, and are also contacted by Muslims who feel that they need to report an
incident. The Helsinki Committee for Human Rights of the Republic of North
Macedonia is one such organization.52 With its online reporting platform, Zlostorstva od Omraza (Hate Crimes),53 it has established itself as the medium through which
individuals are able not only to report cases of discrimination, be it as a victim or a
witness, but also to be aided through the whole process.
The NGO Civil, as an advocate of free speech and of the fight against discrimination, has proved to be a platform in 2019 that has been active in calling out cases
that were in one way or another contributing to inciting Islamophobia, especially in
the context of media.
And, of course, the NGO LEGIS has for years been active especially in indirectly fighting against Islamophobia. LEGIS was also the strongest advocate of migrant
rights during the period of the Balkan Route “refugee crisis” and continues to do so
to this day with the continuous incoming refugees. One of its founding members,
Mersiha Smajlovikj,has been a very vocal advocate against cases of Islamophobia,
especially those related to hijab-wearing Muslim women.
In addition to the NGO sector, several media outlets have also been vocal
when it comes to the concerns of the Muslim community in North Macedonia
and the possible discrimination that affects them. For example, the news portal
Almakos and TV Shenja have been particularly active in raising awareness and
providing coverage of the problem with the recognition of the diplomas of the
madrasa graduates by the state and their inability to enrol for university studies
at national universities.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
As evidenced in this report, the number of incidents has not been high and it hasn’t
led to any major physical incidents targeting people, or the demolition or attacks of
religious buildings and mosques. The sentiments stemming either directly as expressions of hatred towards Muslims or indirectly through interethnic intolerance, have
had consequences in terms of the refusal to offer services in restaurants, petitions to
lower the volume of adhan, the open promotion and support of anti-Muslim actions
by a soldier, attacks on a hijab-wearing political activist only because of her mani52. The official website of the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights of the Republic of North Macedonia, http://
mhc.org.mk/?locale=mk, (Access date: 27 March 2020).
53. Please refer to http://www.zlostorstvaodomraza.mk/ for unofficial (and in some cases, unverified) cases of discrimination based on religion from 2013 onwards.
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festation of religion through her dress code, the possible discrimination in employment, and the discrimination in education opportunities for the students graduating
from Islamic high schools for university entrance. No action was taken against hate
speech towards Muslims on the Internet by state institutions although the statements
were made publicly and by journalists and politicians.
Islamophobia and religious hate speech are sometimes very difficult to be documented, even more so when there isn’t any national strategy to fight them or statistical data provided by state institutions. In order to increase efforts to fight Islamophobic incidents in the country, the following policies are recommended:
ű Islamophobia should be included as part of hate speech and hate crime in
national legislation.
ű A record of cases and incidents related to Islamophobia should be regularly
updated and published by the Ministry of Interior and other relevant institutions.
ű Islamophobic statements on social media should be criminally charged and
fined given that such statements have been made and no action has been
taken towards the individuals behind them.
ű The Office of the Ombudsman should work more extensively in encouraging
members of the Muslim community in North Macedonia to report cases of
Islamophobia and explain the reporting requirements.
ű Reporting platforms created by NGOs should make Islamophobia a specific
category within the reporting options in order to get a clearer picture of incidents related to it, rather than using “religious belief ” as a general category.
ű In an effort to fight this phenomenon, Muslim NGOs should focus their
work on educating Muslim youth and the community on what Islamophobia is, how to detect it, and how and to whom to report it. Unless Muslims
understand the nature of Islamophobia, they will not be aware of it and will
not report the incidents when they occur.
ű The Islamic Community of North Macedonia should take more initiative
in not only fighting for the rights of Muslims but also in creating channels
and platforms for the detection of Islamophobia, and advocate and react on
an institutional level against statements, incidents, and cases that are either
present in the media or are gathered by the imams.
ű A possible network of imams against Islamophobia could potentially provide
a platform for Muslims to report cases of discrimination based on religious
affiliation and of hate speech/crime nationwide.
ű Positive discrimination practices should be implemented in the employment
and education sectors so as to allow more hijab-wearing Muslim women to
be present both in schools and in state institutions.
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Chronology
•

•

•
•

•

15.03.2019: Tatjana Lazarevska, a member of the army, posted on Facebook: “A Nobel Price for courage should be given to the shooter in New
Zealand. Bravo, Bravo!” The army of the Republic of North Macedonia has
suspended the soldier for spreading religious hate and has taken measures.
13.06.2019: A member of the Macedonian national football team was refused service in a restaurant in Prilep because he spoke Albanian, one of the
major languages of Muslims in North Macedonia.
13.09.2019: Police with inspectors went to the mosque in Strumica to lower the volume of the adhan.
24.12.2019: Islamophobic reaction from Dimitar Apasiev, an academic
and a member of Levica, a radical left political party in North Macedonia,
towards a hijab-wearing political activist.
26.12.2019: Ljupcho Zlatev, a journalist of TV Sitel, stated that a woman
with religious attire at a press conference of the ruling party is a serious
hit to secularism in Macedonia. He stated that such a practice cannot be
found in an Albanian or Turkish political party in the country, although
they represent most of the Muslim voters. This, he claimed, shows that the
government stimulates religious fundamentalism.
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